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Acknowledgement of prior experiences 

What do you feel you need to find out about a child’s early experiences?  

● Early experiences with books and stories 

● Early experiences with other texts  

● Attitude to books 

● Establishment of favourites  

● Ability to select from a range  

● Ability to listen to stories  

● Interest in print, in pictures  

● Interest in re-reading  

● Noticing print in different contexts 

● Recognising letters from name  

● Recognition of whole words in cotext 

● Interest in print generally in environment  

● Interest in writing  

● Holding pens/pecils with ease 

● Ability to write initial letter of name/ whole name  

● Mark making 

● Making signs or notices 

● Writing letters 

● Covering pages in marks 

● Copying letters  

● Making lists 

 

Connections to home cultures, home learning, outside school contexts 

● Ask about ethnic schooling in the area 

● Talk to children about outside literacy practices 

● Ask parents about outside literacy practices 

● Try to establish links with local community groups 

● Find out if it is possible to observe in a local ethnic school 

● Look for ethnic/cultural associations and websites 

● Find out more about languages, religion and religious practices 

● Invite parents and other community members into school to read with children 

● Invite parents and others to translate favourite picturebook texts into other local 

languages 

 

Knowledge of Texts 

 “To have a working knowledge of books published for children is an essential professional 

ingredient and to have an intimate knowledge of a large repertoire of books is an absolutely 

crucial feature of teaching children to read and teaching children about reading in all stages 

of education...teachers who are readers themselves, who have a deep knowledge of what 



books are good for, will not entertain ‘simply decodable books’ in their classroom if they 

seem purposeless.” (p.33) 

 

Knowledge of teaching strategies  

As teachers develop clear knowledge of children as literacy learners, who are thinking, 

developing and learning at different paces and in different ways both inside and outside of 

school and among different cultural experiences, they will also learn the need to develop a 

repertoire of teaching strategies to support the range of learners. (p30) 

 

When teachers delve into their vast carpet bag of skills and knowledge to plan and engage 

in shared and guided reading activities they will: 

● Offer high levels of support, drawing children into texts and ensuring all have access; 

● Use the opportunity to maximise connections with children's prior experiences and 

existing knowledge; 

● Differentiate shared and guided activities to extend the children’s levels of 

understanding;  

● Identify features of print; 

● Focus on known areas of development relating to phonics, syntax and semantics; 

● Instruct children in relation to phonics; 

● Use multi-sensory approaches; 

● Model ways of reading print;  

● Engage with the humour in children’s texts; 

● Create intertextual links; 

● Make connections between children’s emerging skills as writers and the print in 

shared texts; 

● Create activities in which children can collaborate to read and to write; 

● Introduce additional resources and prompts to help children to read a text; 

● Alert children to environmental print to help them make connections with other 

reading; 

● Provide a wealth of reasons for children to talk about print.    

 

Letter knowledge 

● Establishing the need for displays, authentic labels and notices to be made by 

children 

● Provision of physical materials to explore and play with, eg sand, paint, dough to 

make letter shapes 

● Shared reading with high quality alphabet books 

● Reciting alphabet rhymes/songs frequently 

● Lining up for lunch in alphabetical order 

● Playing games - Hangman, Snap with made cards, I spy 

● Playing round the class games - my cat is clever, cute, cuddly… 

● Accessing software - animated alphabets 

● Creating personal alphabets - names, foods, we like… 

● Cooked dough letters 

● Creating letter searches in comics, newspapers - with highlighter pens 

 

Ideas for displays 

● Display environmental print and alphabet charts made by the children 

● Use space to display phrases from favourite books 



● Display favourite / known poems 

● Have alphabets from different languages displayed 

● Make topic linked word banks 

● Demonstrate and display spelling patterns/word families linked to children’s interests 

or favourite stories 

● Display children’s work for the class and visitors to read - low enough for all to have 

access 

● Have an area for children to comment on the writing of their peers - post its 

● Have a debating chart - write open questions linked to a topic, news item or story - 

children encouraged to state their views - post its 

● Make a chart of words linked to particular onsets or rimes 

● Ask children to make own displays of their work, labelling it 

● Have a set of magnetic letters on a board for children to play. Teacher can set 

challenges 
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● Locate phonics within the wider literacy curriculum  

● Find an authentic starting point: target staff knowledge and skills  

● Consider the learners 

● Make links to writing and spelling and understand the limitations of phonics 

● Consider the child beyond school 

● Put policy into perspective  

 

“Decoding words is not an end in itself. In an analysis of lift-the-flap books, Vivienne Smith 

(2003) shows how the books children read teach them not only about reading but also about 

learning. When children read meaningful, engaging and playful texts, and when they read 

widely and discuss what the texts mean for them and their lives, children become 

adventurous, thoughtful and active readers. They also learn, in Smith’s words, that 

‘knowledge is open-ended and the omniscience of the text is limited’ (2003: 121). Similarly, 

when children are encouraged to write about matters that are important to them and can 

write freely, using their writing to reach out to the reader and to invite the reader into their 

world and their thoughts, they become articulate, reflective authors. Unless children are 

shown how to put their phonic knowledge to powerful use, all will come to nought. As Mark 

Twain is quoted as saying, ‘Those who don’t read have no advantage over those who can’t.’ 

(p.43) 
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Second Language Acquisition: some practical implications  

 

● It is based on and impelled by a desire to communicate  

● They must be treated as communicators from the start. 

● Emphasis should be on meaning rather than form. 

● Language learning takes place with and through other learning.  

● It requires models of natural speech in a range of normal settings.  

● It is extended and developed through exposure to a range of environments and 

language models.  

● Learning a language is a creative process that involves making errors and 

formulating rules. 

● It is a risk-taking process so a supportive environment is important. 

● It is not a linear process 

● Experience of listening is part of language learning.  

● Bilingual learners already have at least one other language to build on 
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● Always link language learning with real experience - shopping, cooking, having a tea 

party...  

● Structured socio-dramatic play areas can reflect different contexts. Reflect places 

children visit in everyday situations. Could include: a cafe or restaurant, shop, 

supermarket, post office, airport, hospital, garden centre, building site… 

● Opportunities for children to practise and apply phonics by encouraging talk and 

listening, and writing through related tasks. Could include: shopping lists, menus, 

receipts, prescriptions, labels… 

● Songs, rhymes, stories and simply free play 

● Puppets 

● Through good stories new language learners learn to ‘chunk’ phrases and 

expressions and to use them appropriately, to extend their use of metaphor, simile 

and onomatopoeia 

● Teachers need to show through class reading sessions the difference between 

‘reading the words’ and ‘talk about text’  

● Teachers need to model what reading is and what the reader does, and enable 

children to repeat manageable chunks of text in chorus first  - shared reading 

 

 

Are children familiar with phonic approaches through learning to read in their first language? 

 

In what ways can pronunciation be practised using interesting and imaginative approaches? 

 

Is it possible to ensure that the teaching of phonics always includes teaching the meanings 

of words? 
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Application 

 

“Children need opportunities to apply the skills they learn in taught phonics sessions into their 

general reading and writing. School inspectors now focus heavily on the quality of teaching in 

synthetic phonics... Synthetic phonics can only be good or outstanding if it gets children 

reading and writing. When you work with children on an individual basis in reading, it is 

important that you focus on the development of children’s decoding skills on a one-to-one 

basis. This can also be reinforced in guided reading and shared reading sessions with the 

whole class” (p57) 
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Learning to read words: Key point summary.  

 

● There are four different ways to read words: by sight, by decoding the individual 

letters of a word (phonological recoding), by the process of analogy to known words, 

and by prediction from context. 

● Sight word reading is how skilled readers read familiar words. When they see a 

familiar printed word, their memory for its pronunciation and meaning is activated. 

● Phonological recoding (or decoding) refers to the strategy of sounding out the letters 

of an unfamiliar words and blending them together. It has been called a self- teaching 



mechanism. Through successful attempts to read in this way, children can learn 

about the relations between letters and the sounds they represent.  

● Reading by analogy refers to the strategy of using knowledge about a known word to 

read an unfamiliar word, by identifying common sequences of letters at the beginning 

or end of the word. This strategy can be used early on in reading development, but 

children need to have some phonological recoding to use this strategy successfully.  

● Prediction from context is not a reliable way to read unfamiliar words, because most 

contexts do not reliably constrain the range of possible words.  

● Ehri’s model of reading development describes the progression from being a non-

reader to being a skilled sight reader. At different phases in reading, different 

strategies are available to the reader depending on their knowledge of the writing 

system and the relations between spoken and written language.  

● Awareness of print, knowledge about the names and sounds of the letters in the 

alphabet, and phonological processing skills all predict how easily a child will learn to 

read. Phonological processing skills include phonological awareness, rapid naming 

and verbal short-term memory.  

● Morphological processing plays an independent role in reading development, in 

addition to phonological processing skills. 

● Phonological awareness is the phonological processing skill most closely related to 

word reading development. Awareness of different-size phonological units can be 

measured: syllables, intrasyllabic units such as onset and rime and phonemes.  

● The experience of learning to read enhances phonological awareness, particularly 

awareness of phonemes.  
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